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Melissa James

Osian Rhys:Long Time Gone

Album: Day Dawns
Label: Slicker Sounds
Tracks: 13
Website: http://melissajames.com/

The Emperors Of Wyoming:The Emperors Of
Wyoming
Ian Hunter & The Rant band:When I'm President

"Day Dawns" has spent a lot of time on my cd player, so much in fact that
I almost forgot to review it as it effortlessly moved from interesting new
album to trusted old favourite, particularly when you're in that certain
mood.

Dave Stewart:The Ringmaster General
Mark Mulholland and Craig Ward:Waiting For The
Storm

Melissa James performs her songs with a relaxed, selfassured,
confidence that is more than heavily tinged with a touch of soul. "Day
Dawns" is an album about feeling good about yourself, the sort of day
where you get up and you're ready to face whatever opportunities the
world the world is going to through you're way rather than pulling the
covers over your head and trying to ignore it.

Penny Nichols:Colors of the Sun
Johnno Casson:Window Shopping
Awna Teixeira:Where The Darkness Goes

This is an album about inner strength, both for your own sake and as part of relationships, not only when they're
going well, but also when it's time to walk away. Melissa's cover of Eric Bibb's "Don't Ever Let Nobody Drag Your
Spirit Down" is really the flag carrier for the album, but from the selfpenned opener, "Don't You Keep Yourself
Down", you know exactly where the album is going and it takes you on a fantastic journey.
There is a great fluidity to James' songwriting style, she knows where she wants the song to go and how the
band and herself are going to get it there. Along the way there are some beautiful gospel touches delivered via a
voice that feels like it's been brought up and nourished by the sweet honey from the rock.

The Nordic Fidders Bloc:The Nordic Fidders Bloc
Karine Polwart:Traces(2)
Burningboy:The Dark Months EP

Have A Good Day

"Day Dawns", thirteen tracks, well twelve and the ubiquitous bonus, is an album that gives you a lot of energy,
excellent fresh as a daisy arrangements that sound like they could easily come from the likes of Stax, this is an
album that makes you feel proud.
Neil King

Fatea Showcase Sessions
The Fatea Showcase Sessions are a series of
downloads featuring acts that we've really enjoyed
and think that more people should get the chance
to hear.
Click Here to get the latest session
Visit The FATEA Archive!
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